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Second presidential terms, it is said, make first terms look pretty 
good. A case in point is President Bush’s efforts to block the fur-
ther spread of nuclear weapons. Remarkable nonproliferation suc-

cesses—including the nuclear disarmament of Libya and Iraq and the 
enforcement of nuclear export controls—occurred only 36 months 
after Bush took office. Yet, some of the most self-defeating nonpro-
liferation actions (e.g., overly generous nuclear cooperation with 
India, weak sanctions against Iran, and winking at potentially danger-
ous nuclear programs in Egypt, Turkey, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, 
Yemen, and the GCC states) all came after Mr. Bush’s reelection.

Three things help to explain this about-face. The first is the international 
unpopularity of military action against Iraq. The second is the end of the 
enforcement-focused stewardship of John Bolton as Under Secretary of State 
for Arms Control and International Security. The final reason has to do with 
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice’s second-term promotion of “transforma-
tional diplomacy,” a diplomatic approach that prioritized international foreign 
policy consensus over the strengthening of nonproliferation. Sadly, the Bush 
administration’s most lasting legacy is likely to be the recent undermining of 
nuclear rules, rather than the remarkable nonproliferation accomplishments 
that characterized its first four years in office.

heNry sokolski, executive director of the Nonproliferation Policy Education 
Center in Washington, D.C., served in the Office of Net Assessment and as 
deputy for nonproliferation policy from 1989 through 1992 under then-Secretary 
of Defense Dick Cheney. 
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Enforcing enforceable 
rules

George W. Bush said little about 
reducing the threat of nuclear prolif-
eration in his campaign for the presi-
dency in the year 2000. Nevertheless, 
it was understood that in this arena, 
his victory would bring major change. 
His national security advisors—Paul 
Wolfowitz, John Bolton, Donald Rums-
feld, and William Schneider—all were 
sharp critics of the Clinton adminis-
tration’s “Collective Security,” as part 
of which the U.S. had been willing to 
give Russia and North Korea, as well 
as international negotiations on non-
proliferation and strategic weapons 
in general, the benefit of the doubt. 
Instead, these advisors called for a 
smaller but modernized American 
nuclear weapons force, termination 
of civilian nuclear assistance to North 
Korea, and withdrawal of the U.S. 
from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) 
Treaty and from talks to conclude 
a binding inspections protocol for 
the Biological Weapons Convention 
(BWC). The overall theme of these 
recommendations was that the U.S. 
should stop promoting unenforceable 
agreements and instead promote U.S. 
security interests by enforcing only 
those agreements that were enforce-
able, even if this required the U.S. to 
act unilaterally.

Within 24 months of President 
Bush’s first inaugural, virtually 
every one of these recommenda-
tions had been implemented. In Janu-
ary 2001, the Bush administration 
announced its plans to reduce the 
number of deployed strategic nuclear 
warheads, but also to modernize 
America’s nuclear weapons arsenal. 
That December, it gave notice that it 
intended to withdraw from the ABM 
Treaty and from talks to conclude a 
legally binding inspections protocol 
to the BWC. Twelve months later, it 
terminated heavy fuel oil shipments 
under the Agreed Framework with 
North Korea and called on South 
Korea and Japan to suspend further 
work on two promised light water 
reactors in the Stalinist state.

In conjunction with President 
Bush’s rejection of the Kyoto Pro-
tocol on Climate Change in July 
2001, many political commentators 
concluded that the Bush admin-
istration had simply declared war 
against international agreements. 
This view, however, was both wrong 
and incomplete. It was true that the 
Bush administration was not eager 
to jeopardize its strategic freedom 
of action on any security matter by 
preemptively submitting to the judg-
ments of other nations. If there was 
a way to promote U.S. security inter-
ests without seeking prior interna-
tional consensus, that way should 
be tried first, the thinking went. At 
the same time, however, the Bush 
administration was adamant that the 
U.S. should push the enforcement of 
whatever existing trade or security 
treaties were enforceable. Indeed, 
this last point became a trademark 
of John Bolton, who had assumed 
the portfolio of Under Secretary of 
State for Arms Conrol and Interna-
tional Security. Thus, it was Bolton 
who oversaw the creation of a new 

It was true that the Bush 
administration was not eager to 
jeopardize its strategic freedom 
of action on any security matter 
by preemptively submitting to the 
judgments of other nations. At the 
same time, it was adamant that the 
U.S. should push the enforcement of 
whatever existing trade or security 
treaties were enforceable
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bureau at the State Department—
the Bureau of Verification and Com-
pliance—dedicated to monitoring 
and enforcing existing arms control 
and nonproliferation understand-
ings. Bolton also was one of the first 
senior American officials to talk pub-
licly about the need to identify viola-
tors, identifying several himself at 
the Biological Weapons Convention 
Review Conference.

Similarly, it was Bolton who 
argued that North Korea was in 
“anticipatory breach” of its interna-
tional nuclear inspections pledges 
under the 1994 Agreed Framework. 
It also was Bolton who laid the foun-
dation in 2003 for the Proliferation 
Security Initiative (PSI), a set of prin-
ciples by which nations could increase 
the level of information sharing and 
enforcement of their own national 
and international export control 
efforts—to give the controls of the 
Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Austra-
lia Group, and the Missile Technol-
ogy Control Regime (MTCR) greater 
international enforcement teeth. In 
addition, his office made most of the 
key nonproliferation arguments for 
taking a tough stance against contin-
ued Iraqi and Iranian noncompliance 
with United Nations Security Coun-
cil Resolutions and IAEA inspection 
requirements. He was particularly 
skillful in making economic argu-
ments detailing how wasteful and 
unprofitable Iran’s nuclear program 
was for generating electricity.

Bolton, however, did not simply 
serve as an Administration hit man. 
For example, when career diplomats 
at the State Department had given up 
trying to secure passage of UN Secu-
rity Council Resolution 1540—an 
appeal that included getting nations 
to tighten their controls over nuclear 
materials and exports—Bolton per-
sonally took on the challenge and 

succeeded privately in persuading 
the Chinese and Russians to back 
the measure.

At about the same time, Bolton 
and the National Security Council 
staff also got the President publicly 
to back a series of new nonprolifera-
tion proposals. The most important 
of these was to tighten the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). In a 
speech before the National Defense 
University in February 2004, Presi-
dent Bush complained that Iran 
and North Korea had “cynically 
manipulate[d]” the terms of the NPT 
by coming within weeks of getting 
nuclear weapons by claiming they 
were developing “peaceful nuclear 
energy.”1 Nations, he noted, could 
develop peaceful nuclear energy 
without making their own nuclear 
fuel. Twisting the NPT into an autho-
rization to engage in this dangerous 
activity, Bush insisted, had to stop. In 
response, he proposed that all nations 
that did not yet have a commercial 
nuclear fuel-making venture allow 
those already making fuel to supply 
their needs. Only months later, the 
G-8 endorsed this idea, calling for a 
one-year moratorium on enrichment 
and reprocessing exports.

Finally, Bush’s tough enforce-
ment policy was made manifest in 
his approach to disarming Libya. 
At the time of America’s 2003 vic-
tory over the Iraqi army, Muammar 
al-Gaddafi began negotiations with 
England and the U.S. to give up his 
chemical, biological, and nuclear 
weapons-making capabilities. Rather 

Although America’s invasion 
of Iraq helped secure Libya’s 
remarkable disarmament, 
it was politically costly for 
nonproliferation.
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than simply demand that he termi-
nate these programs unilaterally, the 
Bush administration chose to use the 
modalities of the BWC and Chemical 
Weapons Convention, the NPT, and 
the MTCR. Libya, as a result, was 
able to give up its strategic weap-
ons programs without appearing to 
be surrendering its sovereignty or 
honor: Gaddafi simply claimed that 
his country was living up to its inter-
national arms control obligations.

The cost of Iraq
Although America’s invasion of 

Iraq helped secure Libya’s remark-
able disarmament, it also was politi-
cally costly for nonproliferation. 
The key public argument for invad-
ing Iraq—made by Administration 
officials at the United Nations and 
before the U.S. Congress—was that 
the regime of Saddam Hussein was 
defying UN demands for weapons of 
mass destruction dismantlement and 
inspection pursuant to UNSC resolu-
tion 687 (1991). Time, it was argued, 
was of the essence: Saddam already 
had chemical and biological weap-
ons and in time would reconstitute 
his nuclear weapons and long-range 
missile programs. What also gave 
urgency to the use of force was the 
fear that Saddam might transfer his 
chemical or biological weapons to ter-
rorists following the attacks of Sep-
tember 11, 2001.

This concern was fueled by more 
than idle conjecture. On October 11, 
2001, the Central Intelligence Agency 
privately briefed President Bush on a 
credible intelligence report that al-
Qaeda had smuggled a 10-kiloton 
nuclear weapon into New York City. 
President Bush took this report seri-
ously, and ordered Vice President 
Cheney—along with several hundred 
federal officials—to leave Washing-
ton for a safe location to assure con-

tinuity of government if New York 
or Washington were hit. The presi-
dent also directed the Department 
of Energy to send squads of nuclear 
engineers and scientists (known as 
Nuclear Emergency Support Teams) 
to New York to try to find the device. 
As it turned out, the report was a false 
alarm, but the worry was very real. 
And Iraq, in the eyes of the Admin-
istration, was the most likely future 
source of such technology.2

From then on, all intelligence on 
Iraq was viewed through this lens. 
As Vice President Cheney explained 
on national television shortly before 
the U.S. and the United Kingdom 
attacked Iraq:

We saw on 9/11 19 men hijack air-
craft with airline tickets and box 
cutters, kill 3,000 Americans in a 
couple of hours. That attack would 
pale into insignificance compared 
to what could happen, for exam-
ple, if they had a nuclear weapon 
and detonated it in the middle of 
one of our cities… But we also 
have to address the question of 
where might these terrorists 
acquire weapons of mass destruc-
tion, chemical weapons, biological 
weapons, nuclear weapons. And 
Saddam Hussein becomes a prime 
suspect in that regard because of 
his past track record and because 
we know he has, in fact, devel-
oped these kinds of capabilities… 
We know he’s out trying once 
again to produce nuclear weap-
ons and we know that he has a 
long-standing relationship with 
various terrorist groups, includ-
ing the al-Qaeda organization.3

Saddam’s development of 
nuclear weapons, Mr. Cheney went 
on to explain, was the most impor-
tant reason for invading Iraq. As for 
the assessment made at the time by 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) Director General Mohamed 
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ElBaradei, that Iraq did not have 
a nuclear weapons program, Mr. 
Cheney was dismissive:

I was told when I was defense sec-
retary before the Gulf War that he 
[Saddam] was eight to 10 years 
away from a nuclear weapon. And 
we found out after the Gulf War 
that he was within one or two 
years of having a nuclear weapon 
because he had a massive effort 
under way that involved four or 
five different technologies for 
enriching uranium to produce fis-
sile material. We know that based 
on intelligence that he has been 
very, very good at hiding these 
kinds of efforts. He’s had years to 
get good at it and we know he has 
been absolutely devoted to trying 
to acquire nuclear weapons. And 
we believe he has, in fact, recon-
stituted nuclear weapons. I think 
Mr. ElBaradei frankly is wrong. 
And I think if you look at the track 
record of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and this kind of 
issue, especially where Iraq’s con-
cerned, they have consistently 
underestimated or missed what it 
was Saddam Hussein was doing. 
I don’t have any reason to believe 
they’re any more valid this time 
than they’ve been in the past.4

At the time, all of these points 
seemed sensible. Certainly, Mr. 
Cheney and the Bush administra-
tion were concerned that the risks 
in assuming that the IAEA’s assess-
ment was correct were far greater 
than emphasizing U.S. intelligence 
analyses that suggested that Sad-
dam’s nuclear program was still 
active and could quickly be recon-
stituted. They also were anxious 
to enforce the UN resolutions that 
Saddam had defied on at least 17 
separate occasions. For these rea-
sons, the U.S. went so far as to have 
Secretary of State Colin Powell lay 

out what U.S. intelligence knew 
about Saddam’s strategic weapons 
program before the United Nations 
Security Council. Subsequently, 
when Saddam again failed to comply 
fully with United Nations dismantle-
ment resolutions, the U.S. and its 
partners went to war. For the first 
time in history, a major power led a 
coalition against a state to prevent it 
from acquiring strategic arms.

There was only one problem. 
After the war, firm evidence that 
Saddam had much of an active nuclear 
weapons program (or, for that matter 
any strategic weapons programs) 
turned out to be virtually nonexistent. 
These revelations, and the violence 
of the war itself, in turn, encouraged 
two very negative nonproliferation 
results. First, the admissions con-
cerning Saddam’s strategic weapons 
programs seriously undermined the 
credibility of all future nuclear pro-
liferation reports from the U.S. or its 
closest partners. Indeed, after Iraq, 
few, if any, nations were willing to 
take U.S. proliferation intelligence as 
a call to action. Second, having seen 
what the U.S. was willing to do to stop 
states from going nuclear, several 
nations, including those having the 
most damaging proliferation intelli-
gence, now had even greater cause to 
withhold what they knew.

These negative trends, unfor-
tunately, were only strengthened by 
North Korea’s surprise announce-
ment in October 2002 that it had a 
covert uranium enrichment program. 
Its withdrawal from the NPT shortly 
before the invasion of Iraq, and Amer-
ica’s subsequent passivity toward 
Pyongyang, only further fueled the 
international impulse to inaction 
against suspect proliferators.

Because the IAEA’s charter 
requires the agency to inform the 
United Nations Security Council of 
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possible violations of the NPT, the 
IAEA Board of Governors sent a non-
compliance report to UN headquar-
ters February 12, 2003. The White 
House, however, was preoccupied 
with its war preparations against Iraq. 
As a result, Washington consciously 
chose to do little to encourage the 
Security Council to proceed on the 
IAEA report. And, in a step that would 
all but assure removal of the report 
from the Security Council’s active 
agenda, Washington in April of 2003 
announced three-party talks between 
the U.S., North Korea, and, China.5 
The net effect was to deprive the 
IAEA’s reporting of much standing—
leaving the agency demoralized.

This new pessimism on the 
IAEA’s part was soon reflected in the 
agency’s handling of Iran. In Decem-
ber 2002, an Iranian dissident group 
revealed the location of a large unde-
clared Iranian uranium enrichment 

site.6 What followed were exhaustive 
IAEA inspections and revelations 
confirming that Iran had indeed vio-
lated its nuclear safeguards agree-
ment with the IAEA and had done so 
repeatedly for nearly 18 years. Among 
the discoveries made by IAEA inspec-
tors were that Iran had experimented 
with polonium and beryllium (mate-
rials critical to initiating a nuclear 
weapons device); covertly enriched 
uranium and separated plutonium 
(the two key materials needed to 
fuel a bomb); obtained drawings on 
how to cast the sphere necessary to 
make nuclear weapons; and lied to 
IAEA inspectors about the importa-
tion of uranium enrichment-related 
commodities (misleading the agency 
to believe that Iran’s program was 
entirely indigenous when it clearly 
was not). Finally, Iran had kept IAEA 
inspectors from visiting suspect sites 
until after it had entirely dismantled 
the facilities.

But, rather than report these 
infractions to the UN Security Coun-
cil, as it had in 1993 and 2003 with 
North Korea, the IAEA was much 
more hesitant. The agency’s Director 
General and Board of Governors rec-
ognized Iran had breached its NPT 
safeguards obligations, but argued 
that it actually had a right under the 
treaty to make nuclear fuel. The IAEA 
board then went on to note that Iran’s 
safeguards breaches were in the 
past and characterized them as “fail-
ures to report” rather than as clear 
safeguards violations. In any case, 
the IAEA Director General insisted 
that he had no proof that any special 
nuclear material in Iran had, in fact, 
been diverted to a nuclear weapons 
program.7 Iran’s past infractions and 
continuing lack of full cooperation 
with the agency, of course, warranted 
concern, but agency officials were 
optimistic that, with further direct 

The twelve months following Mr. 
Bush’s reelection in 2004 saw two 
major changes that dramatically 
altered the Administration’s 
approach to nuclear 
nonproliferation. The first was the 
emergence of a State Department 
effort at international consensus-
building, called “transformational 
diplomacy.” The process began 
with the departure of Colin Powell 
and his replacement as Secretary 
of State by Condoleezza Rice 
early in 2005. The second was the 
departure of John Bolton from 
the State Department in the fall of 
2005 to serve as U.S. Ambassador 
to the United Nations.
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negotiations, such cooperation would 
be forthcoming.

Shifting gears
The twelve months following 

Mr. Bush’s reelection in 2004 saw 
two major changes that dramati-
cally altered the Administration’s 
approach to nuclear nonprolifera-
tion. The first was the emergence of 
a State Department effort at inter-
national consensus-building, called 
“transformational diplomacy.” The 
process began with the departure of 
Colin Powell and his replacement as 
Secretary of State by Condoleezza 
Rice early in 2005. The second was 
the departure of John Bolton from 
the State Department in the fall of 
2005 to serve as U.S. Ambassador to 
the United Nations.

The White House encouraged 
Powell to leave the State Depart-
ment in part because of his perceived 
lack of enthusiasm for the war in 
Iraq. This complaint had merit; the 
Administration had asked Powell to 
go to the United Nations to make a 
number of claims about Saddam’s 
weapons of mass destruction pro-
grams, each of which proved to be 
wrong. As the French, Germans and 
many other European allies harped 
on these errors, international support 
for the war and Iraq’s reconstruction 
declined. Powell wanted out.

As the Spanish, Italians, Poles, 
Dutch, Hungarians, Ukrainians, 
Japanese, and New Zealanders all 
announced plans for troop with-
drawals from Iraq in 2005, and the 
Iranian and North Korean nuclear 
headaches continued to grow, senior 
State Department officials redoubled 
their efforts to reverse American 
loses in Iraq in two ways. First, they 
were anxious to find some major new 
country that might back American 
policies. Second, they were eager to 

foster consensus with our Asian and 
European allies on disarming and 
sanctioning North Korea and Iran.

These ambitions were made 
manifest in several ways: a full-court 
press to offer India a series of induce-
ments to “partner” with the U.S.; a 
clear willingness to show more flex-
ibility in the Six-Party talks with 
North Korea; a major effort to “get 
to yes” with the European Union and 
Russia on sanctioning Iran; and a 
public effort to explain all of this as 
“transformational diplomacy.”

In the case of India, the State 
Department under Bolton had tradi-
tionally resisted loosening missile and 
nuclear technology controls simply to 
improve U.S.-Indian relations. The 
Indians wanted the U.S. to approve the 
transfer of U.S. technology contained 
in the Israeli Arrow ballistic missile 
interceptor. The Arrow, however, was 
over the Missile Technology Control 
Regime range-payload limits. Indian 
proliferation controls were anything 
but tight, and there was no way to 
approve the transfer without igniting 
yet another round of arms demands 
from Pakistan. As a result, Bolton 
blocked the transfer.

Now, however, the administra-
tion was anxious to get New Delhi 
to send troops to bolster the coali-
tion in Iraq. To this end, U.S. officials 
began official discussions in the late 
fall of 2002 with India on how the 
U.S. might increase India’s access to 
controlled U.S. defense, rocket, and 
nuclear technologies. India would 
not bite. In July 2003, New Delhi offi-
cially opposed sending any of its mili-
tary forces to Iraq and pledged only 
token amounts toward Iraq’s recon-
struction. Still, U.S. officials assigned 
to woo India pressed on. It was in 
America’s interest, they argued, to 
keep India from getting any closer 
to Iran (India had signed a strategic 
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cooperation agreement with Tehran 
in January 2003, and was discuss-
ing several massive energy deals). 
They also argued that U.S. security 
interests would be served simply 
by having India grow as a strategic 
counterweight to China, and that the 
best way to secure this was to help 
India become a major power as soon 
as possible.

The net result was President 
Bush’s January 12, 2004, announce-
ment of a series of joint U.S.-Indian 
working groups designed to develop 
the “Next Steps in Strategic Part-
nership.” Again, the key theme was 
to explore how the U.S. might make 
more U.S. defense, nuclear, and 
space-related technology available to 
India. What is stunning about Presi-
dent Bush’s announcement was that it 
came without a demand for any clear 
quid pro quo from India. The talks, in 
short, had taken on a momentum of 
their own.

The culmination was the spectac-
ular announcement made by President 
Bush and Prime Minister Singh on 
July 18, 2005, that the U.S. had agreed 
to allow India access to advanced 
nuclear, missile, and defense tech-
nologies. The statement also made it 
clear that the White House would do 
all it could to make a clear exception 
for India—a nation that had never 
signed the NPT, had refused to allow 
all of its nuclear facilities to be open 
to international inspection, had vio-
lated its bilateral pledges to the U.S. 
and Canada not to use civilian nuclear 
assistance to make bombs, had deto-
nated nuclear weapons twice, and 
had allowed Indian entities to trade 
in controlled nuclear and chemical 
weapons-related goods with Iran. All 
of which raised the question: how 
might this be done without blowing 
a fatal hole through the very nuclear 
rules the administration had been so 
adamant about enforcing against Iran 
and North Korea?

The India nuclear deal, Admin-
istration critics argued, was deeply 
flawed: India, which never played 
by the rules or signed on to the 
NPT, was now being given all the 
benefits associated with states that 
had. Indeed, the U.S. appeared to 
be giving India privileges that even 
nuclear weapons states under the 
NPT did not enjoy.

Iran picked up on all of these 
points. Throughout 2005 and 2006, 
Iran noted that it was a member 
of the NPT, had opened all of its 
nuclear facilities to nuclear inspec-
tions, and had not acquired or tested 
nuclear weapons. Yet, despite this, 
the U.S. was trying to deny Iran its 
“inalienable right” to develop “peace-
ful nuclear energy.” At the very least, 
Iranian officials complained, their 
country deserved to be treated as 
well as India.

As the Spanish, Italians, Poles, 
Dutch, Hungarians, Ukrainians, 
Japanese, and New Zealanders 
all announced plans for troop 
withdrawals from Iraq in 2005, 
and the Iranian and North Korean 
nuclear headaches continued to 
grow, senior State Department 
officials redoubled their efforts to 
reverse American loses in Iraq in 
two ways. First, they were anxious 
to find some major new country 
that might back American policies. 
Second, they were eager to foster 
consensus with our Asian and 
European allies on disarming and 
sanctioning North Korea and Iran.
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The White House’s rejection of 
Iran’s complaint came swiftly, but 
was modulated by Secretary Rice’s 
new diplomatic assignment to work 
with as many countries as possible, 
including our European allies, to pro-
mote democracy in the Middle East 
and beyond. Thus, as Secretary Rice 
explained to Congress, the two situ-
ations were very different; India was 
“open and free… transparent and 
stable;… [a] multiethnic… multi-
religious democracy that is charac-
terized by individual freedom and the 
rule of law.” In stark contrast, Iran was 
“unstable” and “non-democratic.”8 
Also, Secretary Rice noted, Iran was 
in violation of its IAEA nuclear safe-
guards obligations, whereas India 
was allowing the IAEA to inspect 
more of India’s reactors and “was 
increasingly doing its part to support 
the international community’s efforts 
to curb the dangerous nuclear ambi-
tions of Iran.”

It was this same approach that 
the White House took in dealing 
with Russia, the EU and Iran. Before 
Under Secretary Bolton’s departure 
from the State Department, the U.S. 
opposed Russia’s completion of the 
large light water reactor at Bushehr. 
The reactor would require tons of 
fresh fuel to be on hand and would 
produce tons of spent fuel contain-
ing large amounts of weapons-usable 
plutonium. As a practical matter, leav-
ing this material in Iranian hands for 
any amount of time meant Iran could 
accelerate a bomb program signifi-
cantly. Unless and until the world 
could be convinced that Iran did not 
have any such plants or weapons 
development intentions, letting Iran 
bring Bushehr online was viewed as 
too risky.

The EU and Russia, however, 
did not agree. They were preoccu-
pied with getting Iran merely to stop 

developing its one known enrichment 
plant at Natanz. If the U.S. were seri-
ous about “working with many part-
ners,” Russia and the EU made clear, 
the White House would have to give 
in on Bushehr.

The White House relented. Late 
in 2005, National Security Advisor 
Stephen Hadley awkwardly briefed 
the press about America’s willing-
ness to recognize Iran’s right to oper-
ate Bushehr and make nuclear fuel, 
but wanted to give Iran an incentive 
to “give up that right in terms of its 
own territory” by having Russia serve 
as Iran’s nuclear fuel supplier. Not 
long thereafter, the White House also 
announced that it would sell civilian 
aircraft parts to Iran and allow it to 
join the World Trade Organization as 
part of an effort to get it to freeze its 
nuclear enrichment efforts.

This effort, however, has gone 
nowhere. To date, Iran has frozen 
nothing and only weak international 
sanctions have materialized. Worse 
still, these measures have effectively 
grandfathered Russia’s completion of 
Bushehr—a dangerous development. 
Iran’s nuclear progress, meanwhile, 
has become something of a model 
for Egypt, Turkey, Yemen, Tunisia, 
Morocco, Algeria, and the GCC 
states (including Saudi Arabia), all of 
which have announced that they too 
now want to pursue development of 
“peaceful nuclear energy.”9

What remains
This brief discussion of the Bush 

administration’s efforts is hardly 
complete. Nothing, for example, has 
been said about President Bush’s 
almost unbounded enthusiasm for 
subsidizing nuclear power. Mr. Bush 
sponsored and signed the nuclear 
provisions of the Energy Act of 2005, 
which provides for $10 billion in sub-
sidies for the first four to six new U.S. 
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reactors. In 2006, the President also 
launched the Global Nuclear Energy 
Partnership (GNEP)—a 30- to 50-
year, $30-billion-plus U.S. initiative to 
create entirely new types of reactors 
and nuclear fuel-making and waste 
management processes. Both of 
these efforts have been controversial; 
GNEP, which endorses the repro-
cessing of nuclear fuels (a process 
that can bring nations within days of 
acquiring nuclear weapons), has been 
particularly contentious among non-
proliferation proponents.10

All of this has undermined the 
economic arguments made by the 
White House during Bush’s first 
term against Iran and North Korea’s 
“peaceful” nuclear programs. It also 
has encouraged nations that did not 
have nuclear programs or nuclear 
fuel-making operations to announce 
their interest in developing them.

What will happen in the remain-
ing months of the Bush administration 
remains to be seen. The key elements 
of Bush’s nuclear proliferation legacy, 
however, are already clear. Certainly, 
the first term nonproliferation accom-
plishments of his Administration are 
already to be counted among the most 
notable in the history of America’s 
efforts to curb nuclear proliferation. 
Unfortunately, his efforts to share 
nuclear technology and to “get to yes” 
with our allies over how to address 
the Iranian and North Korean nuclear 
threats are likely to be viewed as 
being at least as important.
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